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BT Sanitary Steel Stalls permit the sun
light to flood the stable freely. Sunlight 
kills disease germs. The steel stalls har
bour no germs or vermin. They do not 
soak up liquid manure. Note the fine 
appearance of the stable.

Here is a poorly lighted, unsanitary barn 
of the old type where disease germs thrive. 
Tuberculosis germs thrive in dark, dirty 
barns. Liquid manure soaks into the old 
wood stalls and is one of the chief causes of 
tuberculosis.

These cows are tied in the steel stalls. 
Note that they are lined up evenly with 
the gutter so that no maViUre falls on the 
cattle stand and none falls on the walks. 
This keeps the cows clean and saves much 
work in stable cleaning.
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? Here is what happens to the old style barn 
when it catches fire. The old wood stalls 
burn up like matchwood and everything 
is a lose. Not only that, but it is also 
difficult to get the cows out because they 
tug .and jerk at their chains, making it 
impossible to undo the chains.

Here is the bam of Col. Robertson, Wil- 
liamstown, Ont. It caught fire and burned 
to the ground, yet the steel stalls 
injured, and after the fire the 
tied up in their places and a photo taken. 
A few cents made the stalls as good as 
BT Stalls are fireproof.

Cows when tied in steel stalls have absolute 
comfort. They can lie down on either 
side, turn their heads freely and card 
themselves back to their flanks. Cow com
fort increases milk production. Cows will 
give 10% more milk when tied in these 
stalls.
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The BT Steel Stanchion is easy to open. 
This saves work and annoyance every day. 
You can open this stanchion with 
hand. A whole row can be untied in less 
time than it takes to undo a single chain 
tie. This is very important in case of fire.

The old-fashioned chain tie is hard to 
open. Thjs wastes time every day. It is 
a serious matter in case of fire, for the cow 
becomes terrified, tugs back and it Is 
impossible to release her. In addition a 
chain tie is very uncomfortable for the cow.
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fmn Send me a copy of ^ie 352 page BT Barn Book which tells 

how to build a barn and fix it up. You are to «*nd it free 
if I fill in the coupon below.
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Your nameare the BT Sanitary Steel Calf Pens, 
of the calf stanchions can be 

opened or closed at once. Each calf has a 
separate pail and 
portion. The steel 
durable.
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Every cow has her own manger in this 
stable and cannot steal from her neighbor. 
The fast eating cow cannot gormandize at 
the expense of the slow eater. With the 
truck the cows can be fed in a very few 
minutes. The time work, saved by up-to- 
date stable equipment pays back much of 
the cost.
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The BT Barn Book is a well illustrated 
book of 352 pages and tells how to build a 
barn and fix it up. Every ferme# who is 
building or remodelling should have a copy. 
It is free, if you will fill in the coupon and
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